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INSECTS INJURIOUS TO PECANS;
A PRELIMINARY REPORT.
By

GLEXX

W. HERRICA',

Fig. I.- Pecan nuts showiiifr holes through
which ''grubs" have issued.
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INSECTS INJURIOUS TO PECANS.

During the last three years we have had so many inquiries concerning insects injurious to pecan trees and nuts, and pecan growing
has assumed so

much importance

years and promises to become so

in this state within the last ten

much

that we deemed it of considerable value
and habits of insects injurious to this

greater in the near future,

to investigate the
tree

and

its fruit.

the notes presented here are in no sense complete, yet
best to present the results of our

work

it

life

histories

Of course
was thought

for the benefit of those inter-

No attempt is made to present the insects in the order of their
ested.
importance but rather as they came to our notice and were investigated.

THE PECAN PRUNER
(Oncideres texana Horn.)

While inspecting nurseries in Biloxi and Ocean Springs, Mississippi, the writer noted that the branches of many pecan trees in the
nursery rows were cleanly severed, as though by some insect, probably
a beetle. On further investigation a puncture in the bark just beneath each bud on the severed portion was evident. In the majority
of these punctures were found minute eggs, from which larvae and
pupae of Oncideres texana Horn, have been reared and observed for
nearly two years.
Mr. James Brodie of Biloxi, has aided
the habits of the adults and in sending

quote Mr. Brodie 's

own

So far as the writer
to the

life

me

me

greatly in observing

material.

I shall

frequently

words.
is

aware nothing has been recorded

in regard

history of this beetle.

Dr. Riley has contributed several short articles to the American
Entomologist on O. cingulata which, however, are incomplete and hence

the following notes

may

be of interest.

Eggs.—These were imbedded between the bark and wood in permade by the female beetle. The opening was clos(xl by a
gummy secretion. The eggs are about two and one half millimeters
forations

in length, of

a whitish color, and oval in shape.

Those under ob-

4
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900 and hatched in about one month.
known because we were anxious
to rear the adults and so did not like to examine the eggs and thus
servation were laid in October of

The time

of hatching

is

1

not definitely

Fig. 2.— Portion of severed pecan twig showing scars made
at left, natural size at right.

by female beetle.

Enlarged

Each egg

is laid beneath a bud and rarely beneath
be not more than one year old.
In every case coming under my observation or that of Mr. Brodie,

destroy them.

a small branch

if it

a peculiar scarring of the bark from the egg down the branch for two
or three inches was found. The female, after laying her eggs, difis.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO PECANS.
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with her mandibles, transverse shallow grooves one-sixteenth to oneeighth of an inch long in the bark, along the probable course of the

These grooves are close together and
No doubt, it is done
to deaden the bark and prevent growth from crushing the egg.
Where
an egg is laid beneath each bud, the series of grooves often extend
from bud to bud. Thus the whole severed portion may be scarred.
Dr. Riley mentions nothing of the kind in regard to O. cingulala,

burrowing larva
give to the bark

(fig. .2).

its

peculiar scarred appearance.

and we conclude that the

species differ in this particular.

So far as observed, the eggs are laid only in the severed portion
and I should expect this to hold in every case.

of the branch

Larvae.

—These

and from one-half to
They vary much in size. In the first

are white in color

fourths of an inch long.

threeplace,

judge those destined to produce females are larger than the others.
In the second place a difference in the amount of nutriment obtained,,

I

no doubt, has something to do with the variation.

When looked
trude.

body is found to be sparsely clothed
The mouth parts are black and pro-

at with a lens,the

with very short, dark

hairs.

After hatching they soon burrow a

little

distance into the

wood and remain there until warm weather. During the following
spring and summer they excavate galleries in the dead branch just
beneath the bark. Occasionally, one is found burrowing in the solid
wood. They grow rather slowly and apparently little wood satisfies
them. In one branch, three-eighths of an inch in diameter,two larvae

came

to maturity in galleries not over five inches long.

Of course

the two galleries occupied nearly the whole branch, only the thin bark

and a thin partition wall remaining. ^

t.,

The larvae exist in these cut-off branches one year in most cases
and then pass into the pupal stage within the gallery. Some larvae
certainly pass another winter in the branches.
These are evidently
those that for some reason have not grown rapidly, owing, possibly,
to insufficient nutriment.
Among several branches examined in January, two larvae were found that had not changed to the pupal
form. They were not over two-thirds grown and most certainly
will remain as larvae until warm weather.
Before the larva changes to a pupa, it cuts a pinhole in the bark
near the end of the gallery, and closes up the opening of the burrow

behind with long thread-like shavings

(fig.

3).

The pupal

cell

is.

6
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thus furnished with an opening to the outside for air and egress

when

the proper time comes.

Pupae.

— On

account of

my

intense desire to obtain the adults,

the larvae were disturbed as httle as possible and consequently the

Fig.

3.

— Pupa in cell.

«xact time of change to the pupal form is not known. It was some
time between October 12 and November 12, 1901. On the former
date, two were examined and found still in the larval state.
On the

7
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were pupae.

latter date they

This gives approximately one year in

these two cases for the development of the larvae.

The pupae

are also white with short, dark-colored spines on the

dorsal sides of segments.

They vary from seven-sixteenths

eighths of an inch in length and

lie

in

to five-

burrows, in most cases, as described

above, until sometime during the following summer.

The pupae under

observation at this time, January, 1902, developed from eggs laid in
October, 1900, have not changed to the adult form, with one exception,

and can hardly be supposed to do so until warm weather. The one
exception noted was the case of a pupa that had attained the adult
form in the autumn but for some reason was not able to issue from its
So it is possible that in some cases one year
cell and, therefore, died.

may

complete the

life

history.

In the month of October

found

I

and the adults were then depositing
fact puzzled

me

when

at the time but

over another season

it

became

many

larvae in branches of oak

their eggs in a tree near by.
I

This

learned that the pupae lived

plain that these were adults of last

year's larvae.

Adults.

—These

of an inch long.

Fig. 4.— Male

The antennae

are grayish beetles from one-half to five-eighths

The male

is

pecan-pruner at

the smaller and has longer antennae.

left

and female pecan-pruner

of the female are only slightly longer than the body,

while those of the male are considerably longer.
are

at the right.

marked with

irregularly roundish, red spots.

The wing covers
The middle third

(approximately) of each wing cover is rather densely clothed with
gray hairs which give this part a distinctly grayish appearance. The

8
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proximal (especially) and the distal thirds are less densely clothed,
hence darker in color. The thorax is light gray but the vertex of
head and the face are covered with reddish hairs. See figure 4.
Habits

of

adults.

—

It

is

evident from

that these beetles almost invariablj-

Fig. 5.— Branches

'The

showing the work

work

The male

is

observation
Mr. Brodie says:

of female in cutting

result of further observation keeps

in pairs.

continued

in pairs.

me

them

off.

convinced that they work

the smaller, and the fact that

them copulating proves they are in pairs.
company with the female he is not far away.

I

at the point or base of the branch the female

is

find

If

I

frequently

the male

is

not in

invariably find

sawing.

him

She takes

frequent intervals of rest and then they are together and frequently
while the female is at work the male is there but in no sense helping

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO PECANS.
or interfering in

tlie

work.

I

9

have found solitary females working

The female does all the work. After she
selects a branch, she stands on it head downward and clasps it firmly
with the fore legs. The manner of cutting is described by Air. Brodie
but

it

was the exception."

"In starting work, a patch the desired width of cut is
Then the powerful mandibles are brought
A cut is first made at the top, then the head
to work on the wood.
moves gently down to the bottom, where a corresponding cut is made;
then working from the bottom cut, the wood fiber is raised and as the
piece was cut free to start with at the top it is already detached when
the piece is torn loose to the top cut. Then another cut is made at
the top; then at the bottom, and so on till the insect reaches in as
far as it can convenientl}^
It then moves to either side of this cut,
eats off another strip of bark and goes to work on the wood as before."
See figure 5 for stages of this work.
as follows:

cleaned and the bark eaten.

F'

Strange to say, the cutting in

the branch but often
cutting

off of

it falls

the branch

all

actually observed cases

Sometimes enough wood

before the eggs are laid.

is

is

left to

done

over before the eggs are deposited.

This

evidently to prevent growth from crushing

the eggs and to provide suitable food for the larvae.

where
wood was
found crushed between the bark and w^ood.

left for circulation of sap,

sufficient

is

support

Dr. Riley infers that the twigs are cut off

them on the damp ground where

by

In one case

the eggs were

O. cingulata to keep

remain moist. In the
found several branches containing one-year-old
larvae that had lodged in the branches of a thick, bushy oak from
which they had been cut. These were healthy, vigorous larvae and
changed to pupae later. Of course these larvae had never touched
case of O. texana

the eggs will

I

the ground.

—

History of a single pair.. Dinging the autumn of 1901, Mr.
Brodie had the good fortune to be able to observe day by day the work
"Possibly
of a single pair and the report is here given in his own words:

work started September 28. I found them November 5.
Then three branches had been cut. Day by day the work went on.
The trees they selected were in a nursery row three-year-old pecans.
Nearly all the eggs were deposited in the two-year-old wood. The
whole season's work was limited to an area of twenty-five feet by four

the

—

feet.

Six trees were used and, from these, nineteen branches were cut.
I counted a deposit of one hundred and fiftyThese insects remained in company over three weeks.

In the nineteen branches

seven eggs.

MISSISSIPPI
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male disappeared and no other returned.

Possibly his

season of usefulness was passed or he met an enemy.

One feature
budded trees
in preference to the seedhng trees standing with them in the same
row. December 15 we had a sharp freeze and I surmised that the
Sure enough I found her
life work of the female might be ended.
near the root of the tree on the ground frozen stiff. I held her some
time in my warm hand but there was no recovery. Then I held her
in my clasped hands and breathed on her 'the breath of life,' and she
once more became a living beetle. I left her as comfortable as possible
December 16 we had
but the shock was too great for her recovery.
14° to 16^ freezing and that morning I found a dead beetle."
that taxed

my

patience,

was

their selection of the best

—This

probably quite
I have no data showing
We have taken it in the southern part of this
its northern limits.
State and have reports of its occurrence as far north as Jackson and
Canton, IVIiss. Mr. Herbert Post, of Fort Worth, Texas, writes me
that he does not consider it a serious pest as the work of the beetle is
In Ocean Springs, Miss., I have seen it so
in the nature of pruning.
abundant in a young pecan orchard that it must have been of conThe pruning is not a judicious one
siderable damage to the trees.
since they cut off the ends of so many productive branches.
Distribution

of

tliis

beetle.

species

is

widely distributed over the Southern States.

Dr. Riley, answering a correspondent from Areola, Louisiana, in
off of branches in a young
He did not
pecan orchard attributes the injury to O. cingidata.

1868 in regard to the girdling and breaking

see the insect.

to think

it

In the light of recent investigations we are inclined

was O. texana.

Dr. D.

S.

Phares, at Woodville, Miss., in 1869 found branches

and hickory cut

of pear

rowing in the branches.
insect to be O. cingulata.
If

by

off

by an

insect

and found the larvae bur-

From his drawing Dr. Riley judges
No doubt, this was also, 0. texana.

we can reasonably beheve that the above injuries were caused
we know it has been a pest of long standing in Mis-

O. texana then

sissippi

and Louisiana.

—

Food plants. We have found
and persimmon in addition

hickory,

Prevention.

—This insect

the beetles working on

oak,

to pecans.

can be easily controlled,

by picking up the severed branches and burning them
It

the

must be remembered, however, that

all

it

seems to me,

in the

autumn.

the branches containing

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO PECANS.
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do not fall to the ground. Some are never wholly cut off, but
even these topple over and can be easily detected. Others are cut

-eggs

off

but lodge in the

tree.

Care should be exercised to get

all

the branches,

those in the tree as well as those on the ground.

THE

PECAN-TREE
{Sesia

It

scitula

B0RE

R.

Harris.)

has been found that pecans, in the majority of cases, do not
So it has become desirable, and in fact necessary,

-come true to seed.
to

bud and

graft

them

if

one wishes to secure a variety true to

Pecan

always

is

among

are

trees

of trees

cult

to graft

ordinary

insect
It is

been of very
importance but its

this time, has

nomic

among

which, are the

squash-vine

the

and

borer

loss,

channels we
enemy with which
an insect which up to

the loss through
to contend.

diffi-

There

bud.

In addition to

especially.

now have an

the most

or

percentage of

a large

among buds

itself.

little

eco-

relatives,

peach-tree borer,

borer,

others, are

the

currant

notoriously bad.

Very little is known of the life history
and habits of Sesia scitula (fig. 6).
Description

form

adult
'^^

moth
moth of

of

a

is

this

insect.

beautiful

winged

resembling

ent

a

—The
clear-

par-

the

peach-tree

borer.

The moths resemble wasps and, no doubt, are often mistaken for
them. The wings are clear and the body and legs are marked with
yellow all of which add to the similarity to wasps. The body of the
parent female moth of the pecan-tree borer, including the tuft of hair
on the end of the abdomen,is about three-eighths of an inch long and is

between the wings
bands
on the back of the
yellow
two
is a yellow line and
On the end
one.
front
the
than
wider
abdomen. The hind band is
The
each
on
side.
yellow
with
edged
hairs
of the abdomen is a tuft of
and
scales
of
devoid
equally
are
moths
female
wings of both male and
blue-black in color.

On each

side of the thorax

there are also

•expand about four-fifths of an inch.
than the male (fig. 6.).

The female

is

larger in every

way

MISSISSIPPI
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description of

Male.

description

EXPERIMENT STATION.

of

moths.

adult

tiie

— Dr. Wm.

Beuten^

monograph of the Sesiidae, gives the following technical
the male and female moths of Sesia scitiila, Harris.

—Head

and antennae black; palpi yellow, tip black;
Thorax deep blue black with a yellow line on each side

orbits white.

and a yellow patch on each

beneath.

Abdomen deep

blue

black

with a narrow yellow ring on the second and fourth segments, the

latter

side

Anal

covering the

whole segment beneath.

abdomen
Femora blue

is a yellow line reaching to the

the

hind femora.

and

discal

Anterior

mark

blue

black,

narrow;

brighter than the

—Similar

to

outer

upper.

the

male,

but

is

and

fore

beneath; on the

veins of the outer border

is

the base

of

band on

the

middle

and

transparent, borders

marghi broad, with yellow

Hind wings

transparent,

black.

wholly yellow and the fourth seginent
sixth are yellow

At

the second segment.

of

Fore' wings

co.xae yellow.

margins very narroiv, blue

Female.

end

black, tibiae yellow with a purple

Underside

rays.

tuft black.

heavier.

yellow above

7nore distinct

wings

and

the

The palpi
and below; the

the yellow

anal

tuft

.

are
fifth

between the

is

yellow

at

the sides.

Expanse; male and female, 18-22 imn.

fines itself

—

The peach-tree borer conalmost exclusivel}^ to that part of the trunk just below the

Injuries

of

the

pecan- tree

borer.

ground and to the roots of the peach tree. "Occasionally a borer is
found in the trunk above ground." From my observations on the
habits of the pecan-tree borer I have come to the conclusion that it
invariably works in the trunk and branches above ground, thus differing decidedly from the peach-tree borer.
In the spring of 1901 I
received several one year old pecan buds that had been literally eaten
up by the larvae of Sesia scitula. The inner bark and sapwood had
been channeled out and destroyed, both above and below the bud
and under the bud itself. Figure 7 gives an idea of the work of this
borer.

A correspondent says that they are especially injurious to the
buds on large trees. That is, where the limbs of a large pecan tree
are cut back and then budded, the buds are severely attacked by
this insect and in order to save the buds he says they require constant
inspection.
In smaller plants very few of the borers are found.
Unfortunately, the attacks of this insect have not been confined

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO PECANS.
to the buds of pecans.
gist of Georgia, writes

wing

in that State.

W. M.

Mr.

me
He

Scott, formerly

tlie

as follows concerning the

says

"my

13

attention was

State Entomolo-

work

of this clear-

first

called to the

destructive work of Sesia scilula by a request to inspect a large pecan
grove at Albany, Georgia, in the spring of 1901. On visiting the

grove

I

found that the destruc-

number

was
and in
fact large limbs had been completely girdled and the trimks
tion

of a

threatened by

of

large

girdled

of trees

the pest

trees

by the

were partially
accumulative

work of these borers. Treatment was suggested and the
were

trees

carefully gone

and the borers cut out

over

so far as

practical."

In a young pecan orchard

near Starkville, Miss.,
the

trees

average

four inches in diameter

many
this

of the
insect.

grooves

which

in

and

three
I

found

trees girdled

Fortunately

made by

these

by
the

borers

usually ran in a spiral direction up the trunk, thus not severing the
connection of the bark. In some cases, the deep grooves eaten out by
the larvae, caused the part of the tree above to stop growing while

new branches would

start up from the trunk near the base; and, in
order to save the tree, the part above the girdle had to be cut away
to allow one of the sprouts to form a new trunk.
In a few cases the
trees had been broken oft" above the girdled places, either by the wind
or by cattle rubbing against the trunks.
Strange to say, the attacks
of the insects were confined to one season and it has not been observed

in this particular orchard since.

From my own observations it would seem that the larvae in attacking a tree select some injured spot or some spot which has been
newly inserted bud. So far as I am aware the borers
were confined entirely to the buds on trees at Biloxi, Miss. In the

freshly cut, like a

MISSISSIPPI
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young orchard spoken of above, the trees had evidently been injured^
in some way, at the places where the borers had entered.
Life

history.

insect so far as

—Very

I

am

little

is

known

able to find.

deposited by the female

moth on

It is

of the

life

history of this

probable that the eggs are

the bark of a tree near a fresh

wound

Foi^t^xample, near newly set buds. The eggs hatch
in the bark.
bore into the bark and there live for a time eating:
larvae
the
and

out the soft inner bark and tender wood. It is certain that the borerslive in these situations over winter and change to pupae in the spring,
from which the moths emerge in April. The moths I reared appeared
The pupae arc in cocoons just under the bark
April 3, 4, and 6.
The cocoons are made from excrement and bits of bark that
(fig. 8)
.

have been fastened together with
peach-tree borer.

Fig

silk similar to

the cocoons of the

Whether these moths, that emerge

8.

— Two cocoons of the pecan Sesia on

in the spring,

the under

side of the bark.

lay eggs and produce a brood in the

summer

that in turn develops

a fall brood of larvae I am unable to say. Mr. W. F. Fiske of Georgia
found nearly mature larvae early in August, which Mr. Scott says
''suggests the probability of a second brood."

Distribution

of

Sesia

scitula.

—

Its

distribution

heretofore

IXSFXTS INJURIOUS TO PECANS.
has been given as Canada,

New

and westward

Illinois.

15

England, Middle States to Virginia
Of course now we shall have to
include Georgia and Mississippi and very likely all the Gulf States.
Different

Ohio and

to

names

about.

—A

insect

by former

under

which

variety of

considerable
writers.

It

has

been written
to this

has been written about under the following

names:

Trochilium hospes, Trochilium

Aegeria

gallivora,

Aegeria

insect

this

names has been applied

scitula,

scitula,

Aegeria

Trochilium gallivorum,

hospes,

aemula,

Aegeria

Sesia gallivora, Sesia hospes, Sesia aemula, and Sesia scitula.

Food
records

it

plants.

— Dr.

BeutenmuUer in liis beautiful monograph
on oak, chestnut, dogwood and probably on
Its favorite food plant seems to be the dogwood.

as occuring

hickory and willow.

Remedies.

—

It will be readily seen that the problem of protecting
the
ravages
of these borers is a difficult one.
The wound
from
buds
the
bark
offers
cutting
specially
desirable
place
for the
a
made by
seems
It
to the writer that the bud might be given
larvae to enter.
a coating of some substance that would close up the wound and prevent
It is possible that grafting wax
the moth from depositing her eggs.
would answer the purpose. If ordinary coal tar did not prove detrimental to the bud and tree, it might be a good repellant. I would

advise careful use of this substance, however, because
of its effect

on the

I

am

not sure

tree.

There remains the

final

remedy

of digging the borers out.

This

is

The buds
day and the borers removed

the remedy so universally used against the peach-tree borer.
will

have to be closely watched from day to

as soon as discovered.
It is evident from the habits of this insect, that special pains
must be taken to prevent injury to the trees, especially while culThe plow, harrow, cultivator, and other tools used
tivating them.
in cultivation must be kept from knocking the bark off the trees.
Horses should not be allowed to rub their hames against the trees

while plowing or harrowing.

be sealed over with

wax

If

a tree

or with fresh

is

injured the

wound should

cow manure and bound

tightly

with rags.

THE PECAN CATOCALA.
{Catocala viduata Guen.)

There are often found on pecan trees in the early spring, large,
caterpillars ravenousl\- devouring the fresh tender leaves.

grayish

—
MISSISSIPPI
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Occasionally these caterpillars occur in considerable numbers and their
is always revealed by the ragged and half eaten leaves and

presence

They

bare stems.

are exceedingly ravenous feeders

and

defoliate the

trees while in tender leaf.

When

disturbed, these caterpillars are very active, squirming

They remind me

flopping about like a fish out of water.

Ceratomia catalpae.

their "movements of the dark colored caterpillars,

common

and

strongly, in

—

on catalpa trees.
is from two to two and one-half inches long.
The body, in general, is dark, greyish green, with various markings of
darker and lighter greens which give it a remarkable resemblance to
the bark of the pecan trees on which it is^ found resting when not eat-

so

The

ing.

The
The

to the

in this state

full

grown larva

color of the caterpillar presages well the color of the adult.
Life

history.

—The

pecan catocala

is

family of moths and butterflies and like

this family

it

has four distinct stages in

its life

a
all

moth and belongs
other members of

history,

—egg, larva, or

pupa, and adult.

caterpillar,

—

Egg. We can say nothing of the eggs except to surmise that
they are laid near, if not upon, the leaves.
Larva.

—This

is

we have already discussed,
by eating the leaves. Unfor^

the caterpillar which

as causing the injuries to the pecan tree

Fig.

9.

— Larva

of

pecan Catocola.

I have never seen the very young larvae and hence cannot say
anything of the length of life of this caterpillar. We give a brief technical

tunately,

—
INSECTS INJURIOUS TO PECANS.
description of

it

as follows:

The head

is

17

as broad as the

first

segment

The
and usually white^ sometimes
yellow.
The dorsal stripe is irregular and constricted in the middle of
each segment. It is light in color with an interrupted darker central
line of minute dots.
The young larvae are often darker than the mature
ones.
Length of mature larva two and three-eighth inches (fig. 9).
and

is

pinkish grey, striped with

reddish brown lines.

five delicate,

tubercles are not large but they are distinct

Pupa.

—This

is

the third stage in the

After the caterpillar has attained

and spins a thin

gether

Fig.

leaf

is

rolled

10.

— Parent

its

life

growth,

it

silken cocoon inside.

nioth.s of the

up and a thin cocoon

history of this insect.

wraps some leaves toSometimes only one

pecan Catocala, male and female.
is

spun inside of this. The caterpillar
change and becomes a

inside the cocoon then undergoes a remarkable

quiet, dark, purplish object covered with a thin whitish ])()wder.
is

known

nothing.

as the pupa.

The pupa remains in the cocoon
full grown moth (fig.

then comes forth as a

just
10).

This

and eats
about one month and
One larva spun its co-

In this stage the insect

lies

quiet,

MISSISSIPPI
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coon May 27, and came out as a moth June 23. Another spun its
cocoon May 25 and came out as a moth June 26. Still a third and
fourth spun cocoons May 28, and came out June 24.

—

Moth. The adult insect is a rather large moth of sober but soft
and velvety hues. The body is usually stout and about one inch long
and is light gray in color. The wings have an expanse of two and
three-quarter inches and in some specimens of three inches, or even a
The hind wings are dark brown above growing lighter
trifle more.
towards the body, and edged with a narrow band of white. The front
wings are gray above, with a dark stripe, describing an imperfect arc
of a circle, across the front and outer corners (fig. 10). These wings are
When the wings
crossed transversely with light and dark wavy lines.
are folded and the hind ones are covered by the fore wings the moth
shows a remarkable resemblance to the bark of hickory and pecan
On the underside, the front wings are crossed by three, dark
trees.
wide, wavy lines, while the hind wings are crossed by two only.
Distribution.

— No

doubt

this

on the native

insect occurs

wild

pecans and probably on hickories which are closely related to the pecan.
I had no difficulty in rearing the caterpillars on leaves of the wild pecan.
Dr. Dyar, in his late

list

of the Lepidoptera, says

it is

distributed over

the South Atlantic states.

—

Remedies. Owing to the fact that the caterpillars devour the
pecan leaves, they may be destroyed by the application to the leaves
of some arsenical poison.
Probably the commercial or the home made
form of arsenate of lead, discussed under insecticides, will prove the
best poison for this insect.
Of course the poison would have to be applied early in

May

in this State, at least, because the caterpillars in

may

ordinary seasons occur at about this time.

It

ward spring they might appear

in that case the time of

spraying should be

made

earlier

and

be that in a for-

to conform.

PECAN — LEAF CATERPILLARS.
{Datana angusii G. and R.)
{Datana iniegerrima G. and R.)

Perhaps the most serious enemies of bearing pecan trees are the
named above. They are better known than most
of the other pests.
Both of these caterpillars are very much alike in
appearance and very hkely both of them are taken for one and the
same insect. Prof. H. A. Morgan reports the second one named as

two

species of insects

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO PECANS.
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The records of the
Entomology show that the first one named, occurred in
great abundance in the summer of 1897 in Mississippi City in this State.
We have observed the caterpillars at work in Ocean Springs, Miss.^
and this season, for the first time, we have found them present in the
From our observations we believe the species,
College pecan orchard.
angusii, to be most abundant in this State.

occurring in abundance on pecans in Louisiana.
division of

—

injuries
of
the
and
pecan-leaf
caterpillar.
The
one and a half to one and three-quarter inches long,
with enough soft, dirty-white hair on their bodies to be called hairy
Their bodies are dark colored and marked with two prom(fig. 11).
The other longitudinal
inent white lines on each side of the body.

Habits

caterpillars are

lines

have become very

The

faint.

caterpillars,

in their

growth to

maturity, shed their skins several times and change in color during
these molts.

Just after the fourth and last molt the head and

The

body

have the curious and
interesting habit of leaving their feeding places in the branches and
crawling down the trunk of the tree, where,in a close mass, they shed
their skins for the last time.
The masses of cast off skins may be seen
clinging to the tree trunks late in the autumn.

are light red but soon turn dark.

caterpillars

When very young, the caterpillars eat on one side of the leaf only
but as they grow and molt they begin devouring the whole leaf, except
the large ribs, and later, these are also eaten thus completely destroying
the leaf.
Young pecan trees are often completely defoliated by this
caterpillar.
Mr. John Kelly of Mississippi City, in this State, wrote to
the U. S. Division of Entomology in Washington, that the larvae of
Dalana angusii were very injurious to the pecan trees upon his own
and neighboring plantations

summer of 1897. He said that
own grove of 200 trees was entirely

in the

fully one-half of the trees in his

remaining trees were more or less afl'ected. This
same species was very abundant in the orchard of Mrs. W. M. Stuart
and in otlier orchards in Ocean Springs in the sununers of 1902 and
defoliated

while

tlie

20
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was

1903. It

abundant on some

also

of the

young pecan

trees in the

College orchard.

The

caterpillars, like those of the fall

web worm,

feed in colonies

but do not spin large, conspicuous webs. As they near maturity
they may be seen wandering singly over the tree but this is only for a
very short time. After the larvae have crawled down the trunk and
shed their skins for the last time, they crawl back up the tree and feed
for a little while and then each caterpillar starts down the tree trunk to
enter the ground to pupate. They go into the earth to a depth of
four or five or even six inches, form a small earthen cell and there change
to pupae.
Life history.

— Like

fall

webworm

larva,

pupa and

and the

pecan catocala

the

this insect has four stages in its Hfe history,

— egg,

adult.

—

Eggs. The eggs are laid in batches of 400 to 800 or even more
on the under side of the leaves. This habit is very similar to that of

the

fall

webworm.

The eggs

of the pecan-leaf caterpillar are at first

of a light green color but later
in

five

or

six

Larvae.

The

become

perfectly white.

They hatch

days.

—We have

caterpillars take

already described the larvae and their habits.

about three weeks to complete their growth.

—

Pupae. As already stated the pupae are formed in the ground
and the summer broods remain there about two weeks, while the fall

brood remains there
Adult.

—The

winter.

all

moth

adult

Datana integerrima has a
wing expanse of one and

of

three-quarter

inches.

buff

and the

in

color

It

is

fore

wings have four, brown, transverse stripes on

Natural

Morgan

(fig.

enemies.

12).

—Prof.

that

Datana

was the

victim

found

integerrima

them

of several different parasites.

One

of

to the one

the parasites

is

we have spoken

fly is a little larger

a

Fig.

fly

12.

of the pecan-leaf caterpillar.

{Tachinoides hystricoides) quite similar

of as

than a house

-parent moth

fly

parasitic

and lays

on the webworms. This
eggs on the back of the

its
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where they hatch and the maggots
of their hosts eventually kiUing them.

caterpillars

A

second and larger

no doubt,
There

fly is also parasitic

live
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within the bodies,

on these

caterpillars and^

is

quite effectual in checking their increase.

is

also a small insect that

Morgan says that out
one was parasitized.

Prof.

Finally a

of

is parasitic on the eggs of the moth.
one batch of twelve hundred eggs every

word must be said in regard to the role played by birds
The yellow billed cuckoo or the rain crow has

in destroying this pest.

been observed to "habitually

visit

pecan trees

for the

purpose of feed-

upon the caterpillars." In fact, Prof. Morgan says, that out of a
lot of one hundred caterpillars placed upon a young pecan tree every
one was destroyed by this bird.
ing

The indiscriminate shooting of birds for a pastime should be strongcondemned. With \ery rare exceptions birds should be protected
and fostered. The more birds there are about the plantation, the
freer will be the crops from insect pests.

ly

—

Remedies. We have alread\' described the manner and place in
which the eggs are deposited. Whenever these are found they should
be destroyed unless we are sure they are parasitized.
If
they are
infested with parasites, they should be left alone in order that the
parasites

The

may

develop.

may

be destroyed in considerable numbers, if
watched rather closely, when they descend the trunk to cast their
skins.
Of course, they will by this time have done most of their feeding, but nevertheless it is important that they be destroyed in order to
prevent a larger future brood.
caterpillar

Finally, there remains the application of

The methods

some

arsenical poison.

making these poisons and applying them will be
cussed under the head of spraying and spraying materials.
of

dis-

THE LIVE-OAK ROOT-BORER.
{Mollodon melanopus Linn.)

During the summer of 1903 we were surprised by receiving a
specimen of the above bettle from one of our correspondents who said
that it, in company with other individuals of the same species, had
eaten oft' a pecan tree at the base of the trunk. He says, "I am sending you a large bug tliat I found eating the inside of the bottom of the

22
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trunk of a young pecan treee. The tree is five years old, seemed very
healthy and did not discover anything the trouble with it until it blew
down.

On examining

found the trunk eaten all away just below the
it was eaten, although the main trunk
seemed healthy. There was a mate to the one I send and one just hatching out and very nearly as large as this one."
it

I

ground, causing decay where

This

am aware,

that this insect has been
Of course the injury to the tree
was caused by the larvae of the beetle boring through the wood to
obtain food. The larvae are very common, as borers, in certain parts
of the south, especially in Georgia and Florida, on the roots of the
is

the

first

time, so far as

I

recorded as occuring on the pecan.

Fig.

live oak.

13.

— Parent beetle of the live-oak root-borer.

Dr. Riley, in his report for 1884, discusses the habits

injuries of the

Mallodon borers at some length.

and

In their work upon the

live-oak the adult female beetles select saplings on which to lay their
eggs.
The eggs are deposited in the foot or collar, of the tree just below
the surface of the ground.
'The effect on the tree is to kill the original

sapling,

which becomes replaced by

a cluster

of insignificant

and

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO PECANS.
straggling suckers, forming perhaps a small
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chimp

of underbrush."

Dr. Riley further states that the "Mallodon borers are very abundant
in south Georgia and Florida, and as a result of their attacks, vast
tracts

which might otherwise have become

forests, enriching the

ground

with annual deposits of leaves, are reduced to comparatively barren
scrubs, in which the scattered oak bushes barely suffice to cover the
surface of the sand."

This insect

is

one of our largest beetles and

is

from one and three-

fourths to two and a quarter inches

and

five-eighths of

an inch

It is

dark brown

in color

in length

broad.

with long
Figure

or

feelers,

13

shows

antennae.
beetle

this

The larva or borer
that hatches from the egg laid by
natural

size.

the parent beetle finally
as thick

as

becomes
and

one's fore finger

nearly three and one-half

In figure 14

long.

inches

given a view

is

this
remarkable
borer from
above and from the side. It is
supposed that the borer lives sev-

of

eral

years

growth.

tacked

before

attaining

its

Since the pecan tree at-

was only

five

years

old,

the borer could hardly have been

more than two or three years
taining
Fig. 14.— Live-oak root-borer, showing side
view at left and top view at right j.(After
'
"
"
Riiey).

this insect is to

for the borers

be possible to
way.

its

in at-

growth.

The only thing

I

am

able to sug-

gcstas aprevcntivc mcasurc agaiust

examine the young pecan trees frequently at their bases
and if they are present to dig them out. It may often
run wires into the burrows of the larvae and kill them

in that

THE FALL WEB WORM.
(Hyphantria ctinea Dru.)

Another insect that becomes, at times, a very serious pest to pecan
trees

by eating the

foliage

insect that builds so

many

is

the

large

webworm, so called. This is tha
and unsightly webs on many of our

fall

24
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persimmon,

forest trees, notabty

In

fact. Dr.

show that
trees and

Howard

it

feeds
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hickor3', wild cherry, ash

and

others.

says that the records of the Division of Entomology

upon 120
The

fruit trees.

Fig. 15.— Web of the fall

different species of forest trees,
fall

webworm

is

webworm (from Farmer's

ornamental

widely distributed, being

bulletin No.

99,

Dept. Agri.,

Bureau Entomology).

found all over the eastern and central parts of the United States and as
far west as Texas and Montana.

—

Name and number of broods. In the north this insect has
but one brood in a year, the caterpillars of which become injurious in
the latter part of August and in September. Hence it was given the
name of jail webworm. South of New York however, it is double
brooded, one brood appearing in the spring and another in the autumn.
In the spring brood which we obtained from pecan trees, the adult
moths appeared from July 8 to July 12. We obtained the fall
brood on persimmons in the latter part of September but the caterpillars were not full grown at this time.
The records of these two

—

broods show that the caterpillars are in existence and doing their

damage

in the latter part

of

is

in the latter part of May and in June and
August and in September. The greatest damage
by the fall brood in August and September.

Life history

of

the

fall

webworm.

—Like

probably done

the pecan catocala,

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO PECANS.
this insect has four distinct stages in its hfe history,

and
two
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— egg, larva, pupa

Moreover, as we have just pointed out, the

adult.

webworm has

distinct broods, or generations in a season.

—

Eggs. The eggs are laid by the parent, in batches of four or five
hundred on the underside of the leaves of the food plant. The eggs are
globular and small and of a pale, delicate green color. They hatch in
about ten days.

—The

caterpillars that hatch from the
but immediately begin to eat the leaves.
They eat the upper and under skins of the leaves, causing them to
turn brown and crisp. As the caterpillars begin to eat they begin

Larvae, or

caterpillars.

eggs are very small at

F'ig. i6

first

— Fall webworm.

a,

and

b,

caterpillars of

c, pupa; d, moth (from Farmer's bulletin
Dept. Agri., Bureau Entomology).

same;
99,

to spin a

the

web

web and

to tie the leaves together with

No

it.

They

live inside

eating the leaves which they have tied together and as they

grow they enclose more leaves within the web imtil the web often covers
a whole branch (fig. 15). When all the leaves within one web are de-

EXPERIMENT STATION.
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voured, the larvae leave it for a new branch, perhaps, and build another
web. Thus the tree may become fairly covered with the webs of this
As the caterpillars grow they shed their skins and these are
insect.
left

within the bunch of sear brown leaves, making altogether an un-

sightly mass.

When

fully grown the larvae are about one inch long and very
The body is covered with both short and long hairs; some
of the latter are an inch or more in length (fig. 16). About this time
they begin to leave the webs and climb down the trunks for suitable
crevices in which to lodge and spin their cocoons.

hairy.

Pupae.

—The

cocoons, that the caterpillars spin, are ver>^ light

and

thin in texture, and are composed partly of the hairs of the larvae.

The cocoons may be found

in cracks

and

crevices of the bark of the

trunk, at the base of the trees, or in rubbish that

may

be nearby.

Within the cocoons may be found the hard, brown, and quiescent
pupae. The pupae of the spring brood remain in the cocoons for a
few days and then come forth as adults. The pupae of the fall brood
remain in their cocoons until the following spring.

—

Adults.
The adult insect is a beautiful, delicate moth with wings
expanding an inch or an inch and an eighth. The moths of any one
brood are quite apt to vary somewhat in color. It is probably safe to
say that the majority of the moths of an\' one brood will be pure white.
Often, however, there will be some that will be white but spotted with
black or brown. It would seem from observations b}' Mr. Henry Lyman,
that the spring moths vary much more in their coloring than the autumn
moths, the latter showing a greater tendency toward a pure white
color.

—

Natural enemies. It is a common and rather trite saying,
now-a-days, that the forces of nature are held in balance, as it were.
For example, in some seasons the cotton worm appears in such great

numbers over

The

certain areas that

it

has been termed the army-worm.

following season, perhaps, these

worms

are scarcely noticed so

few are they in number. Evidently, for some reason, the force that
held them in check the preceding season had suddenly become weakened; but as the season, following the one of unnatural increase rolled
around, the force regained its normal strength and again reduced the

worms to their usual number.
webworm. Two years ago,

The same thing may be said of the fall
they were very abundant everywhere in the State. During the seasons of 1902 and 1903 they have
not been so abundant.
Doubtless the fluctuation in the numbers of
1901,
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webwonn in dilTerent seasons is due to several causes; but, perhaps^
among the forces that control the "out-put" of webworms in a

<;hief

that of the parasitic and predaceous insects that prey
There are several insects that live upon and destroy the
webworms and it is evident that when these foes are most abundant
the webworms are apt to be least abundant and vice versa.
Conconsiderable importance to
sequently it becomes a matter of
foster, if possible, the increase of the enemies of the webworm.
Therefore, a brief description of them is given that pecan growers may become sufficiently familiar with some of them, at least, to allow them
to increase naturally and not to destroy them, thinking they are insingle season

is

upon them.

jurious insects.

Mantis.

— Among the

best friends of the fruit growers

agriculturist in this State are the insects variously

and "praying mantes."

horses", "mule-killers",

known

and genera

as the "devil

These insects are very

among

voracious subsisting upon other insects and are

the best insect

we have and should be protected and fostered at every
opportunity. The eggs are laid in large white masses usually stuck to
branches of trees. These egg masses are familiar to most of us and
they should never be destroyed. The "devil horses" live upon the
destroyers

caterpillars of the

Wheel-bug

webworm and destroy numbers of them.

—This

is

another

the web- worm caterpillars.
the toothed prominence on

The larvae, which are
and destroy even more
Stink-bugs.

common

insect that

The wheel-bug

preys upon

so called because of

is

back that resembles half a cog-wheel.
and the adults are all carnivorous
of the webworms than the devil-horses.
its

bright red,

—These

bugs

are familiar to

most

of

us because of

sometimes,
wherever they travel
much to our disgust. One of these, known as Podisus spinosus, preys
upon the webworm and should be carefully protected.
unpleasant

their

upon

This

odor.

berries, for these

is

noticeable,

especially

bugs leave a strong

trail

—

An Egg parasite. Although the eggs of the webworm moth are
very small, there are some insects small enough to live within the eggs
and devour the contents thus destroying them. In some cases. whole
batches of eggs have been found parasitized by this tiny insect and of
The name of this small
•course did not produce any caterpillars.
but efficient parasite is Telenomns bifidus.
on

—There

that are parasitic on the caterpillars.

also a
few small
These insects deposit

and the larvae

live within the cater-

Parasites
insects

their eggs

on the

the

caterpillars.

caterpillars

are

MISSISSIPPI
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eventually killing them. There are two* of these small parathat belong to the wasp and bee family that are of very great aid
It is quite probable that if it were
in holding the webworms in check.
not for these tiny enemies the webworm would become an almost unpillars
sites

controllai)le

Whenever dead webworms are found with the
we may conclude that they

pest.

small white cocoons attached to them,

were killed by one of the parasites just mentioned and the little cocoons
should never be destroyed for they contain within them the undeveloped
enemy of the webworm. One of the parasites above mentioned usually
suspends its tiny cocoon by a slender thread from a branch or leaf.
Finally there is a fly, greatly resembling a large house-fly that glues
Here they hatch and the magits eggs to the back of the caterpillars.
gots living within the bodies of the caterpillars finally kill them.
Remedies.

— Owing to the fact that the caterpillars

feed in groups,

they may be easily reached and destroyed with considerable efficiency.
Perhaps the most effective remedy for this insect in smaU pecan orchards or where a smaU number of trees is concerned is to destroy
the caterpfllars

by burning them when they have collected together
This may be done by any efficient form of torch

within their webs.

fastened to the end of a long pole.

A

bundle of rags or a porous brick

and wired to a pole is as good as any. Care
should be taken not to burn more of the foliage than is necessary.
During the fafl and winter months the cocoons of the webworm may
becoflected in quantities and destroyed. FinaUy, there are the arsenical
poisons.
Probably Paris green is the most universally used but arsenate
of lead is more desirable for some reasons.
These, together with the
methods of application, will be treated under the head of spraying
and spraying materials.
saturated with kerosene

oil

THE WHITE ANT.
(Termes

flavipes

Koll.)

We

found in our inspection of certain nurseries in this State that
pecans, six months to one year old, were killed by
some insect boring into the stem just below the surface of the ground
and eating down into the tap root. The insect seemed to gain an
entrance by boring a tiny hole into the stem just below the surface of

very

many seedUng

of the ground.

From

ward eating aU

of the

this point of entrance the pest

woody

*Apanteles hyphantriae.

worked down-

portions leaving only a hollow cylinder

Meteor us hyphantriae.
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Of course the seedlings quickly succumbed to such an attack.

Upon investigation we found that these injuries were due to the common insects variously known as "white ants," wood-lice," and Termites (fig. 17).

Nature

and

injuries

''white ant" this insect

is

of

the

insect.— Although

not an ant.

In fact

it is

far

called

the

removed

in its

kinship, from the true ants but does superficially resemble ants in

Fig.

17.

— White Ant; a,

queen

;

b,

circular No.

nymph
50,

of female;
U. S. Dept. Agri..

worker: d, soldier — all enlai'ged (from
Bureau Kntomologj ).

c,

—

form of body,and particularly in the fact that it lives a social life, in
Hke the true ants. As its name implies, the "white ant"
has a milky-white body and lives beneath stones, old logs, under the
foundations of buildings, &c. It always avoids light by remaining
hidden in its burrows, therefore,it is not often detected until it has done
its injury.
There are several instances on record in wiiich the insect
colonies,

—
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has done serious damage to the foundations of buildings. The white
ant has also been known to destroy books and papers stored in unused
In fact, a school library in South Carolina that had been left
vaults.
closed for the summer was found on being opened in the autumn to
be completely eaten out and rendered valueless. Other instances are
on record where books and papers have been destroyed by the attacks
of this pest.

In our observation of the work of the white ant on pecans,

found

it

confined entirely to the seedling trees of the

first

we

year's growth.

which we found them most abundant and most injurious
high, dry, and sandy knoll which had been heavily
dressed with horse stable manure so that the soil must have been full
In
of humus. The land was also new having been recently cleared.
this nursery as high a proportion as one third of the seedlings was
killed in one season.

The nursery

in

was situated on a

Unfortunately, the attacks of the white ant on pecans are not ccon-

Mr. Marlatt, of the U. S. Departan instance in Augusta, Ga., where these
insects ''entered the roots and ate the hearts from the tree, rendering
the limbs and branches nothing but hollow shocks." In this same
locality they attacked the rose, English walnut, and chestnut much
worse than the pecan. It is worthy of note that the soil on which these
plants were growing was comparatively new having been cleared only
one or two years before the nuts were planted.
fined to seedlings in the nursery row.

ment

of Agriculture, records

Mr. H. E. Weed, formerly of this Station, says that in 1891 he received notice that some young pecan trees near the college were being
seriously injured

by

borers.

"The

trees

were from nuts planted in

the spring and were from twelve to fifteen inches high and from one-

An

examination showed the injury
and not to
a larva as had been supposed. The ants attacked the trees just below
the surface of the ground and after making an opening through the
bark, they had, in many cases,eaten out the entire woody part of the
stem for a distance of two inches, leaving the young trees supported only
by the outer ring of bark and the damage was not apparent initil the
trees had been killed."
This is exactly the kind of injury we have already noticed as taking place in the nursery row.
third to one-half inch in diameter.
to be from the

Life

work

and habits

of a small white ant, {Termes flavipes)

of

these

insects.

mites are social and live in colonies.

— Like
A

the true

,

ant the Ter-

colony of Termites

is

com-
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posed of several different kinds of individuals. There are the workers,
perhaps the most abundant individuals to be found in a colony at most
seasons of the year; the soldiers, which differ from the workers in being
much larger and in having very large and powerful jaws; the winged

males and females at certain seasons of the year; and finally, the king
and queen. It is the duty of the workers to build the nests, obtain food,
care for the young ones, attend to the wants of the king and queen and,
in general, to perform all the arduous duties of the colony. The soldiers

do the fighting and are especially

fitted for this purpose,

vided with enormous heads and strong jaws.
females

swarm out from

being pro-

The winged males and

the colony at the proper season, usually in

and it is these that are perhaps better known
than any of the others. The queen, when present, develops to an extraordinary size for such small insects becoming six or seven inches long
and greatly resembles an Irish potato. She lays the eggs for the colony.
spring, in great clouds

The workers and soldiers are blind and all the Termites are miners
always avoiding the light. If the members of the colony wish to gosome distance from their nest they build a covered way, out of pieces of
decayed wood, leaves, &c., to the place which they wish to reach.
In the tropics these insects are especially injurious to household furniture.
One living in the tropics need not be greatly surprised if the
desk on which he is writing suddenly collapses and falls to the floor.
It occasionally happens that when a desk has been left standing in
one place for a considerable length of time, the Termites enter it from
below through hidden tunnels and actually eat out the inside of the
supports leaving only their shells which are incapable of supporting

any weight and consequently the desk
Remedies
it

and preventives.

exceedingly hard to combat.

known

that any danger

is

collapses.

—The

habits

of

Often the damage

imminent.

the
is

insect

make

done before

it is

Again, because of the fact that

no particular good to destroy a few isolated
The whole colony must be reached and the
This may be done,
nest destroyed to obtain any permanent results.
in some cases, by pouring boiling water on the nest or by injecting
carbon bisulphide into the nest and then packing the soil tightly on
top to retain the gas. The carbon bisulphide may be introduced into
into the nest by pouring it into lioles made with a round, pointed
stick.
The holes should be carefully stopped afterward.

it lives

in colonies it does

members here and

in

there.

As we have said before, we have noted this insect most injurious
newly cleared ground and in soil containing much humus. It is
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should be most prevalent in

new

old stumps, decaying pieces of logs, limbs, &c.

soil,

If

since

it

new ground

for pecans, particular attention should be paid to

removing

stumps and pieces of wood. In fact it would be much
two or three cereal crops on the ground before setting it

lives in

used

is

all

safer to

the

grow

in pecans.

In the nursery in which we found the Termites most prevalent
the use of horse-stable manure has been abandoned because this fertilizer did not give the results anticipated. Better results have been

obtained in growth of trees with commercial
from stable manure to commercial fertilizers

This change
no doubt, also produce an appreciable effect upon the diminution of this insect, although
it is too early to predict with certainty as this is the first year that
commercial fertilizers have been used and the stable manure is yet abundant in the soil. At any rate, I should recommend the use of commercial fertilizers
for pecans in the nursery row so far as Termites are
fertilizers.

will,

concerned.

THE OAK PRUNER.
{Elaphidion villosum Fab.)

Although

this insect

is

known

as the oak pruner,

other trees besides the oak and in the

summer

of

it

attacks

1900

I

many

bred the

Fig. i8.— The Oak Prunei-;b, beetle;a, lavva; c, pupa; d, end
of twig cut from tree b\' larva; f, twig slit open to show
pupa within (from Bull" No. i8, U. S. Dept. Agri., Bureau

Entomology).

adult beetle from pecan branches, thus adding another food plant to
the already large list of plants that are infested by this beetle.

Where

the oak pruner

is

abundant

it is

a

common

thing to find
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trees Httered with small branches

that have been cut from the trees by this pruning beetle.

and twigs
It

is

said

branches several feet long; but
usually they are from a few inches to one or two feet in length.
Within
nearly every cut-olY branch will be found a soft, white grub living in a
that the insect occasionally cuts

burrow that
is

it

has

made

ofl"

for itself in the

hard wood of the branch. This

the larva of the oak pruner.

—

Life history.
The adult female beetle deposits an egg in a
branch of the tree which soon hatches into a small white larva. The
larva immediately begins eating the wood just beneath the bark usually
traveling toward the base of the limb.
Later, it works into the
middle of the branch and keeps on eating out its burrow which some-

times reaches several inches in length.

Finally, the larva cuts the

wood

branch all the way around so that it falls of its own weight
or is broken off by the wind. The larva transforms to a pupa in the
burrow in the fallen limb. It takes about three years for this insect
to complete its growth (fig. 18).
of the

The larva does not always cut the branches
Food
of plants.

plants.

—This beetle has been found to

Among the list of known species are,

off in

infest

which

it lives.

a wide variety

the oak, Abies, hickory,

apple, plum, peach, grape quince, locust, redbud,
sumach, orange, osage orange and pecan. Mr. Marlatt says
that probably it attacks other plants than these named.

chestnut, maple,

wistaria,

—

Remedies. Whenever it becomes abundant it may be controlled
by picking up and burning the fallen branches, as was recommended
for the pecan pruner.
In fact the two insects may be destroyed by
the same process and at the same time.

THE HICKORY AND PECAN
(Balaninus
In some seasons,
nuts are gathered

caryae

W^EEVIL.

Horn.)

—particularly this season, —when the wild pecan

in the

autumn, many

of

them

will

small round hole bored through the side of the shell.

be found with a

The

kernels of

such nuts are always partly, and very often, wholly destroyed. If
any of the kernel remains, it is blackened and shriveled and unfit to
eat.
The cultivated nut is also subject to the same trouble (fig. 1).
These holes are made and the kernels of the nuts are eaten, by the
grub of a small beetle known as the hickory weevil because it is better

known from

its

work on the hickory

nut, but, since the

same weevil

EXPERIMENT STATION.
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pecan nuts,

infests

it

may

be appropriately called the pecan weevil

also.

Comparatively

little

has been written regarding this insect and
unfortunately

the grubs

all

by me have arrived in
such a dried and shriveled

received

condition that they

mature.

Therefore,

did not
it

can-

not be said positively, at this
time,

that

which

infests

it

B. caryae

is

pecans in this

State; but since this species

known

Fig. 19.— Hickory-nut weevil; a, 'female; b, same,
lateral view, in outline; c, head with beak and
antenna of male, about two and one-half times
natural size (from Bull. No. 44, Dept. of Agri.,
Bureau :^ntornology).

Extent

of

estimate of the

injuries

by

weevil.— It

this

damage done by

is

both the
hickory and the pecan nut,
we are probably safe in considering the grub found so
often in pecan nuts in the
South as B. caryae (fig. 19).

this insect.

is

to

infest

difficult

It is

to

give an

much more

pre-

valent in some localities than in others and is much more abundant
some years than others. In 1902 Mr. Herbert Post, manager of the

Texas Seed Pecan Company, Texas, writes that the "grubs" were
very abundant that season.
He says, *T do not remember any previous year when these worms' have been so plenty as this.
Some
trees which heretofore had annual crops failed this season by the great
abundance of worms." The Rev. Wm. Short of St. Louis, Mo., who
has a pecan orchard in this State, says the grubs are an important pest

among

his pecans.

He

finds a considerable proportion of the nuts

by the larvae of this beetle. Without doubt, this
causes more loss to pecan growers than they are aware of, and

totally destroyed

insect

with the increase of area devoted to pecan trees there will probably
be an increase in the damage inflicted by the pecan weevil.

Appearance

wormy

pecans

The ground
is

is

and habits

of

a small beetle,a

color of its

body

is

the weevil.—The

covered with minute hair-like scales.

slender snout, or proboscis
as the

body

(fig.

19).

The female

is

notable for

projecting from her head which

At the

causing

insect,

than one-half inch in length.
dark brown, nearly black, and its body
little less

tip

end of the snout

is

is

its

as long

a sharp pair of
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mandibles, with which the female bores a minute hole through the

At the bottom of the
husk and tender shell of the young pecan nut.
which reaches to the tender kernel of the nut, an egg is deposited
The grub is about
where the young grub may have suitable food.
three-eighths of an inch long, yellowish in color and with a bright red
hole,

head.

It is usually in

versely.

The

ing holes in

a half curled position and

larvae, or grubs leave the pecans

the shells

I)

(fig.

is

in the

wrinkled trans-

autumn by

through which they issue

bor-

and enter

the ground to pass the winter.

We

received

many

nuts,

from Mr. Herbert Post of Texas

in

De-

cember, 1902, which were infested with the larvae, but were unable to
rear the adults.

me and were

had left the nuts when they reached
and inactive. Often the grubs do not leave the
they are gathered and stored.
Most

of the grubs

shriveled

nuts until after

The adults issue from the ground during the spring
mer and probably soon thereafter deposit their eggs.
Methods

of

control.

—

It

probably

will

never

or early

sum-

be feasible

to

destroy these weevils with poisons applied to the leaves of the trees

because the adult insects feed very

The grubs

inside infested nuts

little, if

may

any, upon the leaves.

be killed by heating the nuts

to a temperature of 125° to 150° F. It often

happens that the grubs are

when the nuts are first gathered, especially if they are gathered
early.
At this time not much damage has been done and if the grubs
are killed right away with heat they will do no further damage.
small

The most universal method

of

combatting these weevils,

is

to

gather the nuts and store them in tight boxes from which the grubs

cannot escape. The grubs will leave the nuts when they may be killed
by fumigating with carbon bisulphide one pound to 1,000 cubic feet

—

To make

treatment effective, great care should be taken
to gather every nut on the trees and ground.
This work must be done
thoroughly and all the remnants must be gathered. In many cases it
of space.

this

would be of very great advantage to allow hogs to run in the pecan
orchards to eat the nuts that might have been overlooked. If this is
done and the gathered nuts are all stored in tight boxes and then
fumigated with carbon bisulphide the brood of beetles for the next
year would be very greatly reduced. If the nuts are allowed to remain in
the boxes long enough the grubs will die without fumigating for they
must reach the soil in order to transform into adults. It is well to
remember that the gas from carbon bisulphide is very inflammable and
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Therefore, the boxes
will explode when brought in contact with fire.
should be aired thoroughly for 48 hours after being, fumigated before a
light

brought near them.

is

THE PECAN BUD-WORM.
(Acrobasis sp.)

most serious pests to the buds of pecans is what is
I have never been able to rear the adult of
this pest owing to the lack of material and cannot say positively what
The larva, however, is very destructive to newly set
species it is.
spring buds and sometimes to the buds of trees the first year after
transplanting.
Dr. F. H. Chittenden reports injury to pecan buds in

One

known

of the

as the bud-worm.

Georgia, during 1902,
angusella Grt.,

and

by three

palliolella

species of Acrobasis; rubrifasciella Pack.,

Rag.

The

following notes on the habits

were made by Mr. James Brodie of Biloxi, Miss.
He says, 'T found it a very destructive pest among spring buds when I
practiced that system of propagating pecans.
In spring budding,
the buds are placed and forced out the same season, but are generally
late in starting
say the end of April or beginning of May. The moth
of the

bud-worm

—

bud opens. At birth, the larva is small,
not more than one-eighth of an inch in length. It secretes itself in
the inner folds of the opening bud and begins work.
Its presence is
deposits her eggs just as the

apt to be overlooked until damage is done. As the larva advances in
it spins a web around the small, expanding leaves, with the
evident object of retarding growth of the bud and affording cover

growth

while in the

presence

is

pupa

When

stage.

easily detected

the

mischief has

by the blighted appearance

an accumulation of excreta that entangles

The most

effective

the removal of the

This same
if

aged.
case

is

before

I

done

bud and

its

in the web.

found was close daily inspection and

a pin point.

moth frequently attacks the buds

after transplanting.

and

remedy

worm on

been
of the

of trees the first year
Like the spring buds, they are apt to open late

weakly they are

liable to be damaged and the planter discourWith sound, healthy trees or established summer buds, the
different.
The growth of such buds is well advanced or made
the moth appears and consequently beyond the stage liable

to serious injury."
Prof. Sanderson says ihdii Acrobasis caryae

young pecans.

He

says,

is a frequent pest of
"the larvae bore into the young pecans,
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hollowing Ihcni out and causing them to drop to the ground.

they riddle the husk and channel the surface of the nut.

where they grow

occurs on pecans

Dyar,

in

in

Massachusetts, and

Illinois,

Texas, and, according to Dr.

New

sometimes almost totally destroy the crop
injury generally in

York.

It is

in localities

West Central Texas, the

SPRAYING,

Later

This species

chief

and

reported

to

to do serious

pecan section."

MATERIALS, MIXTURES,
APPARATUS, ETC.

The time is not far distant when, to grow pecans successfully in
paying quantities, it will be necessary to spray intelligently and thoroughly. The discussion of the subject of spraying will necessarily
be brief and will deal with its relations to pecan trees only.
Materials.

—Some

form of arsenical poison

is

the best

material

to use in combatting the caterpillars that devour the leaves of pecan

Arsenical poisons are sold now-a-days under several different

trees.

Perhaps Paris green is the most familiar form. Others are
"Swift's Arsenate of Lead," "Disparene," "Pink
Arsenoid," &c. Probably Paris green is the most universally used but
arsenate of lead has distinct advantages, in some ways, and is coming to
be used more and more.
names.

"London purple,"

Paris

green.

—This poison in

its

pure form consists of 58.65 per

3L29 per cent of copper oxide, and 10.06 per
The commercial form of Paris green is very often

cent of arsenious oxide,

cent of acetic acid.

adulterated and therefore

and

effective for use.

It

difficult
to procure in a condition safe
should not contain over 4 per cent free or

Unadulterated Paris green may be applied to
pecan trees at the rate of 1 pound to 150 gallons of water. It is always
water soluble arsenic.

add the poison to one or two pounds of slaking or freshly slaked
The lime takes up whatever free arsenic is present and prevents

best to
lime.

the burning of the foliage.
Paris green

is

in a crystal

coarse, easily sink to the

bottom

form and these

crj^stals,

of the spraying tank.

especially

To ob\ iate

if

this

pump should be provided with an agitator in order that
may be kept in constant motion and the poison in suspension.

difficulty the

the liquid

Arsenate of

lead.

—This substance

is

a chemical combination of

no free arsenic for it is all combined with the lead. Therefore there is no danger of burning the foliage
with this insecticide. This is its great advantage over Paris green.

arsenic

and

lead.

Moreover there

is
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Moreover,

it is

more
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water than Paris green.

easily held in suspension in

Finally, arsenate of lead clings to the leaves

much

longer and

much

greater

more tenaciously than Paris green and,although
than Paris green, yet we believe that in the long run, when the quality
of the latter is taken into account, arsenate of lead will prove the
cheaper and better insecticide.
its initial cost is

It may be made as follows: dissolve in 1 gallon of hot water, in
a wooden bucket, 11 ounces of acetate of lead; in a second wooden
bucket with one half gallon of hot water, dissolve 4 ounces arsenate
of soda; pour the arsenate solution into the solution of lead and then
pour both into 50 gallons of water. The two solutions will form a
milky mixture that is ready for use at once. Cold water may be used
in dissolving the compounds but hot water does it more quickly and
more thoroughly. The mixture may be several times stronger than detailed above without danger of injury to the foliage.

Care should be exercised to obtain the best grades of both chemicals.

Commercial forms of arsenate of lead are sold under the names of
"Disparene" and ''Swift's Arsenate of Lead." The former is manufactmed and sold by the Bowker Chemical Co., 43 Chatham Street,
Boston, Mass. The latter is manufactured and sold by Wm. H. Swift
& Co., Boston, Mass. These are splendid compounds and have given
good results in our work with the Colorado potato beetle. They are
more expensive than the home-made arsenate of lead and are no better.

—

Lime compounds of arsenic. There are several methods of
making these compounds and they are commendable because of their
cheapness and effectiveness. Arsenite of lime is simply a combination
of white arsenic and lime.

making arsenite of lime is as follows: boil one
and two pounds of lime in two gallons of water for
forty minutes.
Dilute this mixture by adding 300 gallons of water
and then apply with a sprayer. If the mixture is carefully made and
boiled continously for full forty minutes an insoluble compound will
be formed; but,as a precaution, it is best to add one pound of hme to
every pound of arsenic when diluting it to 300 gallons.
Taft's formula for

pound

of arsenic

Prof. Kedzie also

arsenic

made

pounds of

sal

recommends a mixture of sal soda, lime and
boil one pound of white arsenic with four

as follows:

soda in one gallon of soft water for fifteen minutes, or
muddy sediment. This

until the arsenic dissolves, leaving only a small
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may

be kept in a

stoppered jar or jug until needed during the spraying season.

When

ready to use, slack two pounds of lime, dilute it with two gallons of water
and add one pint of the arsenite of soda solution. Finally, dilute this
to 40 gallons of water
this

mixture

is

ture of lime, soda,
it

will

remain

Kig.

20.

it is

ready for spraying.

"The

arsenic in

This mix-

is much cheaper than Paris green, and
much longer and is equally elVective.

and arsenic

in suspension

— Barrel

Lomlon

and

equivalent to four ounces of Paris green."

sprayer with platform

—

(

from

Bull. loi, Cornell Univ.

Kxpt. Sta),

purple.
This is a by-product in the manufacture of
and contains about 50 per cent of arsenious oxide. Unfortunately, London purple varies greatly in its composition and is very
apt to contain free or soluble arsenic which burns the foliage.
It is.
aniline dyes

40
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however superior to Paris green because
and remains in suspension much better.
twice

its

it is

It

much more

finely divided

should always be added to

weight of freshly slaked lime and applied in the same pro-

portions as Paris green.

Spraying outfits.

—To spray pecan trees successfully, a force pump

capable of developing considerable power and fitted with one or two
lines of hose,

20 or 30 feet in length,

is

needed.

One should have

nozzles that will throw a fine or coarse spray according to adjustment.
If one could manage to reach all parts of a pecan tree, probably some
form of a vermorel nozzle would be preferable. It often happens, how-

Fig. 2r.— Tank sprayer (from Bull.

lor,

Cornell Univ. Expt. Stat).

branch must be reached by using a stream and in
another form of nozzle would be better. Probably the "Mc-

ever, that a distant
this case

Gowan," or the "Bordeaux," or the ''Seneca," nozzles are as good for
work as any. When trees of considerable height are to be sprayed,

this

extension rods will be found necessarj'
These are rods or poles ten or
twelve feet long, to one end of which, the nozzle is securely fastened.
.

By

this means, the nozzles may be pushed into the center of the trees or
extended to much higher points than could be done otherwise.
It
is impossible to spray tlie larger pecan trees with the pump

